
At Drayton Community Infant School we have developed a curriculum which ensures that all pupils 
have access to each of the main National Curriculum Areas. Basic skills such as Numeracy and 

Literacy form the bedrock of the curriculum, however we aim to provide a broad and balanced 
curriculum which allows pupils to fulfil their potential in every way possible. Foundation subjects 
are taught using a thematic approach. The curriculum has been recently revised to ensure that it 

engages and challenges children through Awe and Wonder

Enrichment 

We use enrichment activities within school to 
enhance the learning for the children. These can 
be used to launch a new area of learning or it may 
be appropriate at other points during the learning 
journey.  These can also be done through themed 
weeks such as circus, science or maths and DT 
week. These activities may be provided both in and 
outside of school. 

Children are also given the opportunity to utilise 
the environment to enhance their learning through 
forest schools and outdoor learning. 

Phonics 

As part of a whole school approach to 
Phonics we use the Government guidance, 
Letters and Sounds. Children are taught 
phonics daily through discrete phonics 
teaching. They work progressively through 
phases according to the children’s ability. 
Children bump into phonics around their 
environment which helps embed their 
learning.  You can find out more about 
phonics through the links below:

http://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

http://www.letters-and-sounds.com/

http://www.education.com/games/reading/p
honics/

Each half term every year group produces a Curriculum Map that details what the children will
learn. There are useful web links for children and parents to look at as well as some questions to

answer! The Curriculum Maps are designed to give as much information as possible about what the
children will be learning at school each half term so that they can be supported at home.

http://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/
http://www.letters-and-sounds.com/
http://www.education.com/games/reading/phonics/
http://www.education.com/games/reading/phonics/


English

English is treaded throughout the curriculum allowing it to be put into context where appropriate. 
We enjoy using stories as a stimulus to engage the children. 

Speaking and listening: This area is essential to a child’s development and time is given to develop 
this area for the children. This is done through guided reading sessions, role play, talk for writing and 
continuous provision. 

Reading: The children are taught to read using a wide variety of literature from non-fiction to fiction 
from different countries and religions. We aim for children to develop a love of literature from an 
early age and enjoy sharing and discussing books. Children have structured guided reading sessions 
each week and we have guided reading logs with activities which go home weekly.  We also provide 
opportunities for weekly parental/guardian reading sessions. 

Writing: There are many purposes for writing which children need to learn ab out. Within school we 
provide opportunities for an array of different writing such as imaginative, descriptive, information 
and recording observations. The aim is to develop the children as confident independent writers. We 
have half termly Big Writing sessions to develop the children’s imagination and creativity and Talk for 
Writing is an essential element of this. Emphasis is also placed on Spelling and handwriting. 

Maths

Maths is taught in five strands: Calculations, measures, geometry, number and statistics.

Children are provided with opportunities to apply their knowledge and skills they have learnt in 
Maths through discrete lessons, enrichment, outdoor learning and themed weeks. Children are 
taught in mixed or ability groups as appropriate for the main Maths lesson. 

The children are taught to recognise and name properties of 2D and 3D shapes through pictures, 
models and link these to everyday objects. They also learn about space and measures through
practical activities which build on their understanding of their immediate environment.

They are taught the four functions addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. Children gain a 
secure knowledge of solving these calculations by using concrete apparatus such as counters or Base 
Ten. Once children can work securely using concrete methods they are then taught how to represent 
the concrete objects pictorially. Both methods support children’s ability to visualise the calculations.

They develop their use of mathematical language, using it to talk about their methods and explain 
their reasoning when solving problems. 



Science

At Drayton community Infant Schools children investigate and explore science in a fun, hands on and 
interactive way. Children discover through creating hypothesis and predictions and carrying out 
experiments to understand why things happen. 

Within KS1 children enhance and develop their knowledge of science through: asking questions, 
answering their questions through investigation, making observations, performing tests and 
experiments, gathering data, recording data and then analysing it.  The children cover a wide breath 
of areas within science such as: animals, humans, living things and their habitats, plants, uses of 
everyday materials, seasonal change. Where possible we put it into context through cross curricular 
learning to ensure that children are both engaged and enthused. 

Each year we run a Science Week linked with the British Science association to show how science is 
used in everyday life, we have people from the community come to visit which allows the children to 
set high aspirations for themselves. Next year we are hoping to run a STEM week where the children 
will see how Technology, Engineering, Maths and Science are all interlinked. We are also looking to 
introduce Science Art and Writing (SAW) days. 

ICT

At DCIS we strive to integrate ICT to enhance and support our curriculum. 

In KS1 we teach:

E-Safety: Children learn and recap at the start of the year how to stay safe online. 

Digital Research: Children will explore web pages to find out information regarding a particular area 
of interest.

Coding: Children will give simple instructions to on screen robots to programme them to move via 
following a sequence of instructions to achieve a desired outcome. 

Multimedia and digital research: Children take photographs and videos to develop their skills to 
create simple multimedia presentations with text and images.

Within the school we buy into two schemes ‘Expresso’ and ‘Education City’ which are used 
throughout the curriculum.   

Art and Design 

At DCIS Art, craft and design are an essential element in developing childrens’ imagination and creativity 
and is a way of allowing children to express themselves developing communication. We embrace the 



RE

At DCIS we recognise the importance of celebrating and understanding different beliefs and cultures. 
We facilitate this by creating an RE curriculum that not only encompasses British values but also 
those of the community. The children are encouraged to ask questions and realise that there is not an 
answer to every question. 

Through multicultural week which we have each year we learn about different religions and which 
are celebrated both around the world, in Great Britain and within our local community. Within this 
week we have family members and people from the local community come to share their customs 
with the children. So far we have had a parent come in to teach Chinese dance and Zumba. 

Each Year the school visits the local church. We use this as a chance for children to gain an experience 
which they might not have had before and to also develop their understanding of the Christian 
religion. 

Healthy Schools 

At DCIS we promote healthy living through encouraging physical activity every day and educating the 
children about the importance of exercising and a healthy balanced diet. 

We encourage children to walk to school each day to reduce their carbon footprint.

Each week in Year 1 the children have been running a mile which they have been really enjoying. Next 
year we are hoping to introduce the Golden Mile challenge throughout the school where the children 
run a mile a week.

Physical Education 

At DCIS we encourage children to have a minimum of 2 hours of PE a week in KS1. Throughout the 
year the children get an equal amount of Gymnastics, Dance and Games which we run alongside our 
Real PE programme which the children receive each week. The real PE Programme that we run 
focuses on the development of agility, balance and coordination, healthy competition and physical 
literacy. 

More recently we have started to take part in the West Norwich and Dereham School Sports 
Partnership where the children get to go on sporting activity days with other schools. 

For more information: 

Real PE: http://www.createdevelopment.co.uk/real-pe/

http://www.createdevelopment.co.uk/real-pe/


PHSCE

This year we are introducing the PATHS 
scheme. To enhance the teaching and 
learning of Personal, Health, Social, 
Citizenship, Education. In addition to this 
we cover healthy lifestyles, growing and 
changing and Keeping safe. There are 
many cross curricular links. 

For more information: 

PATHS: 
http://www.pathseducation.co.uk/

History  

At DCIS in KS1 the children look at changes 
within living memory and in addition to these 
changes beyond living memory. The children 
study Historical events and significant people 
such as the voyage of The Great Fire of London, 
Charles Darwin to the Galapagos Islands, and 
Tim Peak all of these provide extensive cross 
curricular linkages.  We then look at significant 
people and events within our local area such as 
Albert Einstein who was from Cromer and 
Heratio Nelson. 

Geography

Within DCIS in KS1 we try to teach Geography 
cross circularly to put it into context for the 
children. We start off with learning about the 
local environment ‘where we live’ by looking at 
maps of the local area; we then expand out 
looking at the countries within the United 
Kingdom and the capital cities. We finally then 
look at the world and then compare our 
country with a different country somewhere in 
the wider world. The children will look at the 
physical aspects, animals, climate, continents 
and the different seas.  

Music 

At DCIS we encourage children to explore, 
communicate and experiment with music. We learn 
music through music lessons within class, singing 
assemblies and continuous provision. Within some 
lesson we use Music Express to support the learning
of the children. The children learn about the 
elements of music, how to compose, notation, 
perform to an audience and form their own 
opinions about different musical styles. In Year 1 the 
children learn to play the hand bells, Wakka booms 
and chime bars. In Year 2 the children learn the 
Ocarina.

Every week we have a whole singing assembly, 
where the children learn and share a wide range of 
songs which include some traditional hymns. 

http://www.pathseducation.co.uk/

